Dear Mr Biner,

how will an AI driven public sector look like and how do we get there? Which kind of solutions can AI and Blockchain provide to make data more secure?

You want to understand how you can optimise your processes with AI and Blockchain? Then this is definitively the summit for you. Join our network of over 25 different nations from around the world!

International Summit

Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain in the Public Sector

18 - 19 November 2019 in Berlin - Germany

Further Information

For group registration and special price offers please contact Andreas Kaiser, Customer Relationship Manager
mail: andreas.kaiser@euroacad.eu  phone: +49 30 80208022527

Major topics:
(amongst others)

• Impact of technology on business process optimisation
• E-Government
• Future of public administration and leadership
• Using AI in audit reports and fraud detection
• Privacy concerns and GDPR in a globalised world

Get practical insights and advance your organisation! International speakers from leading public organisations will display live use cases and their approaches in tackling complex topics like digital transformation, governance among organisations, strategic implementation of technologies and the future of e-government.

Current speakers include:

• **Marten Kaevats**, National Digital Advisor
  Government of Estonia

• **Pratheep Ponraj, Senior IT Officer**
  World Bank Group

• **Emmanuelle Ganne, Senior Analyst**
  World Trade Organisation

• **Kenji Hiramoto, Chief Strategist**
  Government of Japan

• **Dr. Alaa Moussawi, Chief Data Scientist**
  New York City Council

Yours sincerely,

Christoph Brauner, Joanna Baka
Managing Directors